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ABSTRACT rapid depletion of lithium from the surface resulting
in a return to normally high cathode temperatures.

A lithium dispenser cathode has been used
in an attempt to reduce cathode erosion in a low
power steady state MPD device. An electropositive I. INTRODUCTION
surface layer is formed along the cathode by feeding
molten lithium from a reservoir through a porous Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters
tungsten rod. The electropositive surface layer are currently being studied for use in future space
reduces the effective cathode work function which missions ranging from station keeping and orbit
results in substantial reductions in the cathode transfer to possibly interplanetary travel. Current
operating temperature. Surface temperatures are MPD thruster research has focused on two major
measured by recording cathode brightness intensities problem areas: lifetime and efficiency. Prior
using a CCD camera and VCR system coupled with research performed by Polk [1] and Myers [2] has
various filters to limit plasma radiation interference. shown that the cathode is the lifetime limiting
Spectroscopic data is also recorded to determine element of the thruster. Polk determined that the
relative lithium fractions for correlation with thruster steady state mass erosion loss of the cathode is due
performance. Temperatures measured for a standard primarily to sublimation. This is a very important
2% thoriated tungsten rod vary between 2000 K at the finding due to the sensitivity of sublimation to the
tip and 2500 K near the backplate for a current of 325 cathode work function. Relatively small reductions
amps. Typical low thrust missions of long duration in the cathode work function theoretically yields
require cathode temperatures in the range of 1500 K orders of magnitude reductions in the erosion losses.
in order to maintain integrity along the cathode. Past With this in mind, research was begun to find ways of
research has shown that barium oxide impregnated reducing the cathode work function. Chamberlain's
cathodes reduce cathode temperatures by research in electropositive surface layers [3]
approximately 800 K. Its effectiveness is limited, demonstrated precisely this point. Through the
however, by the finite amount of barium oxide that creation of a thin layer of barium oxide on the
can be impregnated in the cathode. The lithium cathode surface, Chamberlain observed a significant
dispenser cathode offers both the reduction of surface lowering of cathode surface temperature during
temperatures to levels more suitable for long duration steady state operation. He also observed that what is
missions and a continual supply of lithium to commonly known as cold cathode pitting did not
replenish depleted lithium from the cathode surface. occur upon start up. This is very important because
Due to lithium's low boiling point, however, of the potential for unlimited firings of the thruster.
temperature excursions along the cathode cause a Chamberlain also worked with lithium in crude form

and found similar results.
It was the goal of this research effort to

Graduate Student, Department of Mechanical further Chamberlain's work with lithium through the
and Aerospace Engineering, Princeton study of a Lithium Dispenser Cathode (Figure 1).
University. The objectives of this work were to validate design,

corroborate Chamberlain's results with lithium, and
Senior Research Engineer and Lecturer Emeritus, then finally to characterize cathode thermal behavior,
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace and to correlate this behavior with thruster
Engineering. Member AIAA. performance.

t Senior Research Engineer, Department of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. II. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
Member AIAA.

All experiments were conducted in
tt Professor, Department of Mechanical and Princeton's 20 kw steady state facility [1]. A 1.5 m

Aerospace Engineering. Fellow AIAA. diameter, 6.4 m long vacuum tank was maintained at
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Figure 1: Lithium Dispenser Cathode I (LDC III) cutaway drawing with thruster

pressures below 5x10 4 torr during thruster operation thruster operation in order to melt the lithium. The
by a single diffusion pump backed by a roots blower heated cathode power bus [7] and 40 feet of teflon
and a mechanical pump. A 50 kw welding power insulated copper wire wrapped around the reservoir
supply delivered the power necessary to maintain provided the heat conduction necessary to melt the
steady state thruster operation. During operation, a lithium. A feed passage allowed the molten lithium
Keithley 570 data acquisition system recorded to flow from the reservoir down the center of the
thruster voltages, current, mass flow rate, cathode. The lithium could then diffuse through the
thermocouple output and tank pressure. Chamberlain porous tungsten rod to the surface.
and Randolph's mass flow calibrations [3,4] were
used to determine propellant flow rates during
operation. m. CATHODE TEMPERATURE

Randolph's slotted coaxial thruster [5] was MEASUREMENT AND LITHIUM DETECTIONused to allow for optical axis into the inter-electrode SYSTEMS
region. This enabled the use of the Lithium
Detection System to be discussed in section III. Thee lithium dispenser cathode's ability to
thruster's propellant injection system was modified to reduce erosion can be verified and characterized byallow for the separate injection of lithium through the establishing the presence of lithium on the cathode
rear of the thruster (see Figure 1). surface and measuring its effectiveness in reducing

cathode surface temperature. A cathode temperatureA. Lithium Disnener Cathode Design measurement (CTM) system was developed to
perform the latter task and a plasma spectral analysisThe lithium dispenser cathode was based on was used for the firstthe design proposed by Chamberlain [6] with two

major modifications. The final design, LDC III, is A. Lithium Detection System
shown in Figure 1. Lithium was contained in a
reservoir that was pressurized by a regulated argon Polaroids of plasma emission spectra were
pressure feed. The reservoir could also be heated taken during thruster operation using a spectrometer
resistively to a temperature above 230 °C prior to and a lens, mirror, and prism arrangement developed
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by Randolph [8]. The two brightest lithium lines are ( 0.785- logl (l/R)
the 6707 A and the 6103 A Li I transition lines. The tan -- 3.991
6103 A line was chosen for identification purposes, log 10 (CLt) = 0.630
however, due to the weak sensitivity of the film past 2.323
6500 A. Having identified a lithium line, the relative (2)
intensity of that line to an argon reference line
provided a measure of the relative amounts of ionized where c is a dimensional constant, LA is the spectral
lithium present during various thruster runs. This irradiance, and t is the photographic exposure time.
type of spectrum analysis involves two major steps, It is important to note here that because the goal of
line identification and film irradiance conversion, this procedure was to produce relative intensity
The need for the second step stems from the fact that measurements from a single photograph, absolute
film exposure needs to be converted into intensities irradiance is not important. Therefore, the variations
so that relative intensity comparisons can be made. between films, which add to the inaccuracies of the

Spectral line identification involves the film calibration, do not effect this experiment.
determination of the wavelength separation between Once the image had been converted into
spectral lines and comparing those results against spectral irradiance, the lines chosen for relative
known spectroscopic tables. The plasma's emission intensity measurements must be integrated across
spectrum is recorded on Type 57 Polaroid film and their linewidth to yield total spectral irradiance as a
the spatial separation is determined through the use of function of thruster axial position. This was done by
a comparator, a combination caliper and microscope. the following equation [11],
The multiplication of the spatial separation as
determined by the comparator and the spectrometer's Lk = JLA dA - LAbd (3)
linear dispersion relation results in the spectral line
wavelength separation for the spectrum [8]. The where Llk is the emission line irradiance for a
resolution is limited by the film grain size (20 line transition from state I to stake k, and LA is the
pairs per mm). Through the comparison of relative
line intensities and wavelength separations against background irradiance. This operation is performed
spectroscopic tables [9,10], it is then possible to along the entire line to yield the desired spectral line
identify the photographed spectral lines. irradiance. The last step in the conversion procedure

Spectral intensity information was analyzed was to correct these line irradiances for the
using a Xerox Imaging Systems Model 380 scanner wavelength sensitivity of the film. This calibration
interfaced to a Macintosh IIfx computer. Each was obtained by Randolph [11] through curve fitting
photograph was scanned using Adobe Photoshop r the manufacturer's film specifications for wavelength
LE and converted into gray level information through sensitivity as done previously for the film density
an 8-bit analog to digital converter. The resolution of calibration. The result is the following equation,
the scanned image is limited to 300 dots per inch, the
resolution of the scanner. The scanned image file Li = 0.029371og'(1.519+1.013*
was then analyzed using Spyglass Transform, an sin(0.01561 + 20.09)) (4)
image processing software.

The first step in converting the gray level
information into spectral irradiance was to transform where A is the emission line wavelength and Llk
the gray level scale into a reflectivity scale. A zero becomes the emission line irradiance corrected for
gray level corresponded to a zero reflectivity and a wavelength sensitivity. In order to relate these film
255 gray level represented a reflectivity of 1. The irradiances to the actual plasma radiation intensities,
reflectivity levels in between scale linearly with gray something must be known about the optical
level. By curve fitting the manufacture's film density geometry. In an isotropic radiation field, the plasma
calibration and using the following relationship radiation intensity is proportional to the film
between film density and reflectivity [11], irradiance by an optical geometry factor [11]. This

factor is left undetermined, however, because it drops
( 11  out when relative intensity measurements are made.

Den=logo (1) Figure 2 contains the spectrum taken during
thruster run LCT 82 which was a pure argon

the following equation was developed that relates propellant run at mass flow rate of 4 mg/s and a
relative log exposure to the film density, current of 325 amps. As mentioned earlier, the 6103

relative log exposure to the fm density, A Li I line was chosen to be used for lithium
detection during thruster runs. The 6114 A A II line
was chosen to be the reference line which relative
intensity measurements were to be made against.
Inspection of Figure 2 shows that the 6103 A Ar II
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Figure 2: LT82 plasma emission spectrum
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line is present in the emission spectrum and, due to 3000-
the limited resolution of the film, is indistinguishable y 22.2.0'" 16.2.0.' " Extrapolated Region
from the chosen Li I line. Because of its low -

intensity relative to the A II reference line, however,
the film irradiance conversion procedure was applied c 2500 -
to the film and the resulting relative intensity was e. 22 16,0.3
used to mark the zero lithium level. This zero lithium 22,1.3 16
level is shown in all future relative intensity plots. 22.1 11S2000 16.1.0

B. Cathode Temnerature Measurement System

The Cathode Temperature Measurement 1500 - --
(CTM) system determines temperature through 50 100 150 200 250
optical pyrometry [12]. The system consists of a
VideoLogic CDR460 CCD camera, a Vivitar 70-300 Gray Level Intensity [Arbitrary Units]
mm zoom lens coupled with a Vivitar 2x Tele F 4 F C
converter, and an array of filters that negate any Figure 4: Final CM system calibration
plasma effects while viewing the cathode. The CTM
system set up can be seen in Figure 3 below, numerous experiments were performed to determine

the cathode's emissivity [13, 14, 15]. The resulting
r - ---- -- ] final calibration is shown in Figure 4 above. Each

. .'.. curve represents a separate calibration for a specific
Silcamera setting and neutral density filter. The first

CCD Camera with number represents the f-stop number and the second
Lens and Filters " is the neutral density filter number (no filter was used

CTM stem if a second number does not appear).
. An error analysis was performed on the

calibration which included errors due to the curve fits
. - -- ' Vacuum and errors due to variations in the standard lamp

Tank current, the optical pyrometer, and the intensity levels
Thruster measured by the CCD camera. The resulting error

bars are shown for various points along the
calibration curves. Errors ranged from ±14 K for

Figure 3: CTM system set up some settings to ±30 K for others. Also, errors
became slightly larger when nearing the saturation

The filter arrangement consists of a 630 nm, 10 nm levels on both ends of the calibrations.

bandwidth interference filter, an infrared blocker, and
various neutral density filters depending on the
temperature range of interest. The interference filter IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
wavelength was chosen because of the absence of
plasma emission lines in this region and its high Three MPD thruster firings (experiment #'s:
intensity. Due to the nature of an interference filter, LCT 118-120) were conducted using LDC III
it passes light past 1.2 im, therefore an infrared described in section II. It's performance was
blocker was needed because the CCD camera is evaluated against runs using a standard 2% thoriated
sensitive out to 2 pm. tungsten cathode. The lithium reservoir was

During thruster operation, the CCD camera preheated to a temperature above 230 *C to ensure
output was recorded onto VHS tape and then that the lithium metal was in a liquid state prior to
transferred to a Macintosh IIfx computer via a Raster thruster startup. The first run was operated at a
Ops Video Color Board 364 as shown in the above current of 300 A and the second and third runs
figure. operated around 500 A. In all three runs the argon

The CTM system was carefully calibrated propellant flow rate was set at 6 mg/s. Each run
with a three step procedure which involved the lasted for approximately 35 seconds. The following
calibration of an optical pyrometer, a standard lamp, sections analyze the data recorded by the Keithley,
and the combined CCD camera, filters, VCR, and Lithium Detection, and CTM systems.
computer arrangement. This procedure resulted in
the ability for the CTM system to convert computer A. VJ Characteristics
interpreted gray levels into brightness temperatures.
In order to transform these into true temperatures, The voltage versus current data recorded by

the Keithley system during LCT 118 and 120 is
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50 Standard Cathode (LCT 47) experiments. Figure 8 (on the following page)SSandard Cathode (LCT 4) displays the plasma emission spectra taken during
. LDC (LCT 118) LCT 118 with all the important identified lines. The

45- ' . spectra shows a very intense line exists at the location
S " .. for the Li I 6103 A line which would indicate the

S. . * presence of ionized lithium. Performing a relative
S. line intensity calculation as described in section III

S. ...... confirms this and is shown in Figure 7. The lower
35 . . ." . * line is the result of the relative line intensity

* . . -' * * calculation performed on the emission spectrum
*. shown in Figure 2. This line represents the relative

30 - I I I intensity between the 6103 A A II line and the chosen
250 300 350 400 6114 A A II reference line. The reason for the

constant relative intensity level of one along the first
Current [A] centimeter of the thruster is the over exposure of the

film in that area due to continuum radiation from theFigure 5: VJ Characteristics for LCT 47, 118; Argon base of the cathode (see Figure 2). This makes the
mass flow rate = 6 mg/s background irradiance indistinguishable from the line

irradiance and thus the resulting relative intensity
60 - level of one. Also, along each of the relative line

intensities shown, the data spikes around the 4.5 cm
50- . : ..- i point (the insulator/anode interface). The data in this

S______-.region should be ignored because it was caused by
40- Standard Cathode (LCT 50) the presence of a fiberglass wire wrapped around the

I LDC I (LCT 120) thruster at this point (refer to thruster diagrams [5]).
S30-

>1000 - .
20- * " 'i " 1 ' " |LiI6103/ArII61141 . '

1 _00 -
10 -lI I .*.C.--0" 1 M  \

400 450 500 550 600 10
Current [A] - . LCT 118(LDC I)

. -- LCT 82 (No Linm)
Figure 6: VJ Characteristics for LCT 50, 120; Argon . 1 -
mass flow rate = 6 mg/s

displayed in Figures 5 and 6. Also shown are the 0.1 -- - -- -

voltage versus current data for standard thruster runs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
operated at similar conditions. Figure 5 shows a drop Thruster Axial Position [cm]
in terminal voltage of approximately 5 to 7 volts
when operating the lithium dispenser compared to a Figure 7: Relative line intensity plot for LCT 82 and
standard cathode. Figure 2 shows an even larger drop 118; 300 A and 6 mg/s argon
in voltage during LCT 120, as much as 30 V. The
lower ionization potential of lithium compared to The underlying assumption of this plot isargon could provide an explanation for this that the 6114 A A II line intensity remains essentially
observation. If the mass flow of lithium out of the the same for each thruster run thus allowing it to be a
dispenser cathode was large enough, the current may reference line between photographs. Operating each
have been sustained by primarily ionizing lithium, thruster run (LCT 82 and 118)at the same conditionsand thus the lower overall thruster voltages. The (i.e. current level and mass flow rate) helps to
results of the spectroscopic data taken during LCT guarantee this assumption. Also error could be
118-120 sheds further light on this question. introduced into this plot due to the variations between

films, but as mentioned earlier, due to the fact that the
B. Spectrosconic Measurenents intensity of the Li I line is measured relative to the

intensity of a consistent A II line, film variations haveThe Lithium Detection system described in no effect. Inspection of Figure 7 shows that the
section III was used to collect plasma spectroscopic relative line intensity for LCT 118 is between twodata during the lithium dispenser cathode and three orders of magnitude greater than the no
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Figure 8: LCT 118 plasma emission spectrum
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lithium case which suggests that the added intensity The temperature profiles shown in these two figures
must be due to the presence of lithium are all taken at the point when the cathode has

Figure 9 shows the plasma emission spectra appeared to reach thermal equilibrium, approximately
taken during LCT 120 and as can be seen, lithium 30 seconds into each run. It is evident from Figure
appears to be the only species being ionized during 10 that there is no surface temperature reduction
this run. This coincides with the conclusion drawn (within error) along the dispenser cathode compared
from the voltage and current data discussed in the to a standard cathode. The standard cathode tested
previous section, that being the significantly lower was approximately one inch longer than the dispenser
thruster voltages are due to the presence of a cathode resulting in the longer profile for the standard
primarily lithium plasma. The results of this cathode. Also, the temperature data along the first
spectroscopic analysis prove that lithium was inch of the dispenser cathode was above the
successfully extracted from the dispenser cathode, but saturation level of the camera setting used during
the following section will discuss the effect that it had LCT 118 and thus could not be resolved. The error
on cathode surface temperature. bars on LCT 118 take into account both the CTM

calibration error and the fact that the lithium could be
C. Temperature Measurements altering the effective cathode emissivity thus making

it unknown. The top of the error bars correspond to a
Cathode temperature measurements were spectral emissivity as low as 0.1 where as the bottom

made using the CTM system as described in section represents a black body. The temperature profiles for
III during thruster runs LCT 118-120. The results of runs LCT 119 and 120 are displayed in Figure 11.
this analysis are shown in Figures 10 and 11 below. From this figure, it is evident that a temperature

reduction only occurred towards the base of the
cathode while it ran hotter towards the tip when

S3000- I R p l la  o compared to a standard cathode.
SMass Fow Rate: 6 mg/s A significant temperature reduction was

0 - observed once, however, using the first lithium
S2500 dispenser cathode (LDC I) during LCT 88. The

Stemperature analysis of this is shown below in Figure
S" " - 12. The surface temperature in LCT 88 dropped from

L 2000C to more than 500*C along the cathode while
I 2000- ' running at an even higher current than the standard

-* run. Also, the temperature profile is more uniform
E - - Standard Run (325 A) suggesting a more consistent current attachment

1500 LCT 118 (300 A) along the lithium dispenser cathode. The voltage,
S '0  I ' I ' I ' current, and spectroscopic data for LCT 88 were all

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 consistent with that of LCT 118 suggesting that both
Relative Position Along Cathode [in] were successfully dispensing lithium, but LCT 88

resulted in a significant temperature reduction while
Figure 10: Cathode surface temperature profile for LCT 118 did not. During the following run (LCT
LCT 118 89), however, the dispenser cathode's operating

S300 I I 3000 IPropellant Argon
. Propellant: Argon Mass Flow Rate: 4 mg/sSMass Flow Rate: 6 mg/s I

" 2500- - 2500 ----- Standard Run (325 amps)
S I  

LCT 88 (400 amps)

S2000 2000
-- Standard Run (500 A) 2-.

E - LCT 119 (500 A) E
1500 - LCT 120 (530 A)

S1500 I' 1500 -- -

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
Relative Position Along Cathode [in] Position Along Cathode [in]

Figure 11: Cathode surface temperature profiles for Figure 12: Cathode surface temperature profile for
LCT 119 and 120 LCT 88 with LDC I
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Figure 13: Video images showing lithium vapor jets during LCT 118

temperature returned to the normally high in Figure 10. Although it appears that all the lithium
temperatures associated with standard cathodes. A was depleted from the cathode during LCT 118, a
close inspection of the video data taken by the CTM spectral analysis showed that the plasma consisted
system provided an explanation for this observed primarily of ionized lithium during LCT 120. This
phenomena and is discussed in the following section. can be explained by the fact that a lot of the

vaporized lithium had been deposited on the cooler
D. Video Analysis Results insulator surface where it remained even after LCT

120.
Selected video frames from LCT 118 are The above theory can also provide an

shown in chronological order in Figure 14 on the explanation for the successful dispenser cathode run
following page. Up to the first second of the run, the (LCT 88) seen in Figure 12. Before LDC I had been
cathode remained dark and cool, at which time a tested, the vacuum that it was stored in had failed
current abnormality at the tip caused a hot spot to allowing the lithium on the surface to oxidize.
form on the cathode surface. This hot spot grew and Lithium oxide melts close to 2000 K and its boiling
progressed along the cathode towards the base over point is much higher. These impurities kept the
the next six seconds. At the eight second point the lithium from rapidly vaporizing off the surface of the
hot region had reached the back plate and the current cathode thus resulting in the significant temperature
began to attach there also. By ten seconds of reduction seen in Figure 12. After the layer of
operation, the dispenser cathode was operating at the lithium oxide had eventually been stripped away by
high temperatures normally observed with a standard the current, the pure lithium below was vaporized and
2% thoriated tungsten cathode. rapidly depleted from the cathode causing the return

In order for the lithium to form an effective to high temperatures as observed in the following run
electropositive surface layer along the cathode, the (LCT 89). An inspection of the dispenser cathode
lithium must remain in a molten monolayer state following its use revealed a hollow cathode empty of
essentially "wetting" the cathode surface. The boiling any lithium, exactly how LDC III was found.
point of lithium is only 1615 K and temperatures
around the hot region at the cathode tip exceeded E. Surface Morphology
2000 K. This hot spot then vaporized all the lithium
in this region and as it moved along the cathode, it Several SEM photographs were taken to
rapidly depleted any lithium in its path. Supporting examine the surface structure of the dispenser
this theory are two sample video images taken from cathode after its use in the MPD thruster. Shown in
LCT 118 that show what appear to be lithium "vapor Figure 15 are two photographs at different
jets" just behind the moving heat front (Figure 13 magnifications of a porous tungsten cathode in its
above). These "vapor jets" can be seen following the original state. The pore structure can easily be seen
hot spot as it moved towards the base of the cathode, in this figure. Shown below it in Figure 16, are two
An inspection of the cathode after the experiments SEMs taken at the base section of the cathode after
revealed that the hollow center of the dispenser LCT 120. From this figure it is evident that while
cathode (see Figure 1) was completely void of some of the cathode surface was deformed, some of
lithium confirming this theory. Once all the lithium the pore structure remained. SEMs of the tip section
had been vaporized, the cathode operated like a are displayed in Figure 17 and they reveal more
standard cathode as seen by the temperature analysis extensive melting and fusion of the pores on the

10
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Figure 15: SEM photographs of a porous tungsten cathode rod at 300x and 1000x magnifications
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surface. Very little pore structure remains in this [4] T.M. Randolph. Electric Propulsion
region of the cathode. The SEMs from the these Laboratory Report. Technical Report MAE
three figures help confirm the temperature profiles 1776.29 Jan/Feb, Princeton University, 1991.
measured during LCT 118-120 showing a cooler
region towards the base of the cathode while the tip [5] T.M. Randolph, W.F. von Jaskowsky, AJ.
remained at a much higher temperature. Kelly, and R.G. Jahn. Ionization Processes in

the Interelectrode Region of an MPD Thruster.
In 22n d International Electric Propulsion

V. CONCLUSIONS Conference, Viareggio, Italy, 1991. IEPC-91-
052.

Electropositive surface layers formed on
cathodes have proven to reduce their operating [6] F.R. Chamberlain, IV. Electric Propulsion
temperature resulting in orders of magnitude Laboratory Report. Technical Report MAE
reductions in erosion rates. Due to lithium's low 1776.17 Jan/Feb, Princeton University, 1989.
melting point, it is an attractive choice for use in a
reservoir fed dispenser cathode system that would [7] J.S. Fillmore. Electric Propulsion Laboratory
maintain the electropositive surface layer for an Report. Technical Report MAE 1776.41
unlimited amount of time. Unfortunately, lithium in Jan/Feb, Princeton University, 1993.
a pure state also has a low boiling point, and it is
unable to reduce the cathode operating temperature [8] T.M. Randolph. Electric Propulsion
below this point. This results in a rapid vaporization Laboratory Report. Technical Report MAE
and depletion of the lithium from the cathode causing 1776.31 May/Jun, Princeton University, 1991.
it to return to the high temperatures associated with
standard cathodes. It was found that impurities in the [9] A.N. Zaidel. Tables of Spectral Lines.
lithium brought the boiling point to a much higher IFI/Plenum Data Corporation, New York,
level giving the lithium a much longer stay time on 1970. Translated from Russian.
the surface. Significant temperature reductions were
observed in this case, but again unfortunately, the [10] W.F. Meggers, C.H. Corliss, B.F. Scribner.
lithium impurities also have a significantly higher Tables of Spectral-Line Intensities, Part I -
melting temperature thus negating the reservoir fed Arranged by Elements, 2nd Ed. U.S.
dispenser aspect of the system. Department of Commerce / National Bureau of

A successful dispenser cathode can be Standards, 1975.
designed if an alkali earth metal compound can be
found that has a low boiling point allowing it to be [11] T.M. Randolph. Electric Propulsion
dispensed, but at the same time can reduce the Laboratory Report. Technical Report MAE
cathode's operating temperature below its boiling 1776.32 Jul/Aug, Princeton University, 1991.
point so that the substance does not become
vaporized. [12] T.J. Quinn. Temperature, 2nd ed. Academic

Press, New York, 1990.
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